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EDITOR’S DESK

h
SMBs Can’t Hide
in the Weeds

Online criminals have smaller targets
firmly in their crosshairs. BY MICHAEL S. MIMOSO

HELLO! I’m talking to you! Yes, you, the IT director or network manager at your average
SMB. I have a message and hopefully you listen loud and clear: There are no weeds tall
enough in which you can hide.

There it is; I said it.
Your company’s relatively small size, which for so long led you to believe you A) were

not in the crosshairs of hackers; and B) you processed and stored nothing of value that
would interest a criminal operating on the Internet, is in fact just what the bad guys are
pining for. They love small fish. They get a twinkle in their eye because they know you’re
busy, under-staffed and barely have a network firewall configured properly, much less an
incident response plan.

Now we’re not talking Mom and Pop
stores here. We’re talking, for example,
franchises in a large restaurant chain left on
their own to manage IT. Care to guess where
IT security falls on the list of priorities for
those franchises? We’re talking about rela-
tively small operations, Level 3 and 4 PCI
merchants for example, processing credit
card transactions on wonky point-of-sale systems. There’s also probably a vulnerable PC
connected to the Internet running server software somewhere on-premises. And there’s
probably some RealVNC or other remote access management interface on that vulnerable
PC that some consultant or centralized techie can use to check in every six months to make
sure things are running A-OK.

So many points of entry, and so much free time for online criminals to sit there, watch
and collect the goods. SMBs are a huge sitting duck for cybercrooks, and I think the lack
of SMB security has been the dirty secret of the information security industry for a long
time. We’re just as guilty of focusing on splashy attacks such as RSA, HBGary, the VA,
Heartland, TJX and others of its ilk. And for good reason; there are lessons to be learned
from each of these incidents against huge enterprises, some with boundless resources.
They make simple mistakes we can all learn from. These incidents also cast a bright light

So many points of entry,
and so much free time
for online criminals to
sit there, watch and
collect the goods.

http://searchmidmarketsecurity.techtarget.com/tip/Outsourcing-data-center-services-SMB-security-best-practices
http://searchfinancialsecurity.techtarget.com/news/1381135/Criminals-hack-Town-of-Poughkeepsie-online-bank-account
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on the importance of data security and do a neat job of grabbing the attention of law enforce-
ment and legislators.

This Essential Guide on Data Protection is a solid resource for your organization. It covers
everything from content-level protections such as EDRM, to the risks, threats and mitigations
aimed at data on endpoints such as laptops and smartphones. On deeper level, you’ll gain
some insight into database auditing technology, and you’ll also get some insight on how to
link your data protection programs to your compliance initiatives. Breaches are inevitable,
and intelligence and information are key first steps in keeping the impact and damage to a
minimum, regardless of company size or the high-profile nature of the attack.

But while we’ll get an RSA-style attack or two a year, there are thousands of low-volume
attacks against SMBs every year. And most of these go unnoticed, unreported and untamed.
That’s too bad.

The most recent edition of the Verizon Data Breach Investigations Report (DBIR), how-
ever, does a good job of starting to reverse that trend. The report’s biggest takeaway: cyber-
criminals prefer smaller, easier targets. For a lot of reasonable reasons too; smaller organiza-
tions have few, if any, dedicated information security resources. Investments in security
technology are minimal and awareness may be relatively low. IT, and especially IT security,
is not the core competency of your local favorite watering hole; selling beer is its job.

The Verizon DBIR looks at 2010 breaches handled by Verizon’s investigators. They
conclude that while the number of breaches is way up, the number of records stolen in
those breaches is way down. Why? There are a host of theories, starting with some high-
profile arrests that may have taken down some of the top underground operators leading
to a slowdown in activity. Also, there have been hundreds of millions of credit card numbers
compromised in the last half-decade, which has certainly devalued this data underground;
cybercriminals could be looking for new revenue streams (intellectual property, anyone?).
Also, as likely is the preference to hit smaller, softer targets. The report says these targets
“provide them with a lesser yet steady stream of compromised data.” The industries hardest
hit are retail and hospitality.

From the report: “Criminals may be making a classic risk vs. reward decision and opting to
‘play it safe’ in light of recent arrests and prosecutions following large-scale intrusions into
financial services firms.Numerous smaller strikes on hotels, restaurants and retailers represent
a lower-risk alternative, and cybercriminals may be taking greater advantage of that option.”

Online crooks have a soft spot for you SMBs, they really do. You’re just as likely to fall
victim to custom malware as a Fortune 1000 (the DBIR theorizes that malware customiza-
tion costs/services are likely to be low). You also take a long time to discover and remediate
breaches. You mistakenly assume your POS vendor, for example, would take action in a
breach, and by the time you realize it’s all on you, the horse—and all your credit card data—
has left the barn. Take the time to read the DBIR. And then take the time to come out from
hiding in those weeds.w

Michael S. Mimoso is editorial director of the Security Media Group at TechTarget. Send comments on this column
to feedback@infosecuritymag.com.

feedback@infosecuritymag.com
http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/news/2240034886/Verizon-DBIR-Cybercrime-arrests-factor-in-fewer-lost-data-records
http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/news/2240034886/Verizon-DBIR-Cybercrime-arrests-factor-in-fewer-lost-data-records
http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/news/2240034890/Verizon-data-breach-report-2011-Attackers-refining-their-targets
http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/news/2240034890/Verizon-data-breach-report-2011-Attackers-refining-their-targets
http://www.verizonbusiness.com/resources/reports/rp_data-breach-investigations-report-2011_en_xg.pdf
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the ABCs
of EDRM

Enterprise digital rights
management brings security to
the document level; treading
lightly with deployments
ensures early success.

BY RICH MOGULLeENTERPRISE DIGITAL RIGHTS management is one of the most powerful data security tools in
our arsenal, but it’s also one of the most complex and difficult to integrate into work-
flows. Also called enterprise rights management and information rights management, it
allows an organization to set granular, highly secure policies around who is able to read,
change or share sensitive documents. Unlike other data security tools, EDRM is embed-
ded in documents, protecting data no matter where it moves.

But this power comes with a cost beyond the price. Such granularity can be difficult
to configure, and such portability difficult to integrate into an environment. EDRM also
relies heavily on user interaction, which means workflow changes; and anytime you
change the way a user performs their job, you face serious adoption friction.

As a result, we often see enterprise digital rights management deployed at the work-
group-level, where it is highly effective at protecting the most sensitive of documents.
By following these best practices collected from talking to dozens of EDRM users, you
can ease deployment friction and increase the success of your project.
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HOW ENTERPRISE DIGITAL RIGHTS MANAGEMENT WORKS
Although EDRM shares the same fundamental technology base as consumer DRM, in
practice it’s a very different tool that’s far more effective at protecting your data. At its
core, all DRM is based on a simple principle: you encrypt the data and then wrap it in
policies to assign usage rights. Then, only applications that will enforce those rights are
given access to the key and are able to decrypt the data. The rights (e.g. who can read a
document or cut and paste from it) are embedded as encrypted metadata and enforced
by the application, or more commonly, plug-ins.

When most people hear DRM, they instantly think of the consumer systems that
impede our ability to access and use music, movies, and other digital media—at least
until the system is broken by some enterprising young hacker, as has happened to every
single consumer DRM system ever created. But although enterprise DRM shares the
same basic technology, its implementation in practice is different.

Consumer DRM never seems to last long due to the mathematics involved. You take
highly popular content, protect it with an encryption key, and then send the package
out to millions or billions of consumers. Eventually someone figures out how to extract
the key, breaking the security, and often extracts the root key used to protect the DRM
system on millions of devices. It’s then impossible to fix the system since doing so will
break every device already sold, and only protect new content.

EDRM is different because the math is simpler. You are protecting your data for
your users, which means the potential audience (even accounting for every competitor
out there) is far smaller. EDRM systems also use different keys for different organizations,
and can fix breaks (if there are any) with software updates that don’t break a few million
consumer devices. Basically, there are fewer users, fewer potential attackers, and more
options for managing, distributing and rotating keys. Thus EDRM is much more
effective at protecting content.

EDRM systems consist of five main components:
1. A policy management server.
2. Key manager (which can be part of the policy management server).
3. Directory server integration (to understand users and groups).
4. Endpoint client.
5. Application plug-ins.

Our focus will be on internal EDRM deployments—if you need to exchange docu-
ments with other organizations, the architecture changes a bit.

Functionally, the process works like this (We will simplify the key exchanges and
background processes to focus on the workflow):

1. The user is granted access to the EDRM system; client software and plug-ins
are then installed.

2. The server issues digital certificates to identify the user and support local
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encryption/decryption and use of documents.
3. The user attempts to open a protected file. The client checks the license

embedded in the document to see if it has the rights to open the document
based on the user and machine. This may require an online connection
depending on how the rights were assigned.

4. If the rights match, the document is decrypted (in memory) for local use. The
client and application plug-ins enforce additional rights, such as disabling copy
and paste.

5. If the user creates a document, they assign who can access the document and
the usage rights. The usage policy is created, added to the document, and it is
encrypted with the appropriate keys.

As you can see even this simplified overview is a somewhat complex process involving
a mixture of public and private key cryptography, chains of trust, multiple digital
certificates, application plug-ins and endpoint clients. But to be honest, all of those
are straightforward technology problems, many of which are embedded in the various
products. The real inhibiting factors tend to be the users—muddy directory servers,
employee workflows, and changing habits.

But by setting the right expectations, using EDRM in the right circumstances, and
properly preparing your infrastructure, you can improve the scope of your project and
its chances for success.

DEFINE EDRM REQUIREMENTS AND SET EXPECTATIONS
As described above, EDRM is an effective security control, but can be difficult to manage
since it requires users to change how they work with and create documents. The majority
of successful EDRM projects happen at the workgroup level; typically with users (such
as engineers) who understand the value of the documents they work with.

Thus it’s important to determine requirements and set the right expectations. Asking
the following questions will help you define requirements and determine which user
populations are ripe for EDRM:

1. What information do we need to protect? You can’t apply EDRM to all your
documents, so you need to define what specific information is your target.

2. Which business units create the content? These are the users who will have to
apply the rights.

3. Which business units consume the content? What rights do they need?
4. Which back-end systems consume the content? If there is any automation

(e.g. consumption of spreadsheets) these systems will also need access and
client/application support.

5. What file types and applications create and consume the content?
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These set your baseline requirements: who needs to apply rights, access the content,
and the file types applications and platforms involved. Then ask yourself: If your goals
are realistic, can you train the content creators to properly apply rights? Are there short-
cuts you can take (such as assigning rights to everything in a shared directory by default)?
Will usage rights break essential business processes? Can we support all the applications
and file formats we need to? These are most definitely not the sorts of things you want
to figure out after buying the software.

SIX KEYS TO EDRM SUCCESS
Clean directory servers—One of the biggest technical obstacles to EDRM is dirty
directory servers, the kind where users and groups don’t neatly map to physical users,
business units and job roles. You can’t allow engineering to edit and email documents
and marketing to only view them if you previously mixed engineering and marketing
users in your directory.

Before installing your EDRM tool, clean your directory servers. If this isn’t realistic
for the entire organization, focus on those teams/units that you identified as needing
EDRM when you developed your requirements.

Map workflows and mind the gaps—The next step is to map the specific work-
flows already using the sensitive information to ensure your tool is capable of supporting
your needs.Will it support all the applications and file types involved? Can you define a
rights scheme consistent with your existing process? Are there any coverage gaps?

This time you definitely won’t want to start with more than a single business unit.
Go back to your initial requirements and pick the one that offers the best mix of priority
and likelihood of success. That usually translates to sensitive data used within a small,
technology-savvy user population.

It’s okay if you need to change how users interact with content, but remember that
you increase friction and resistance with every alteration to existing workflow. EDRM
projects succeed when the tool is smoothly integrated into existing workflows, or intro-
duce changes that don’t interfere with someone getting their job done. If the EDRM
impedes their ability to do what they’re paid for, they will find a way around it (or
complain enough to get it turned off).

Build effective templates—One of the best ways to ease the process for your users
is to provide them a convenient set of pre-defined policies they can easily pick from, as
opposed to having to figure out all the usage rights themselves. Different EDRM products
handle these differently, so some of our general guidance might not exactly fit your
tool’s capabilities:
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1. Match the policies to workflow and security needs—if the policy is too
restrictive, employees will try to circumvent it (or pick a less-secure option).
If it’s too loose, it won’t help with security.

2. Group policies by business unit/function. Users shouldn’t have a massive list
of every policy within the organization—group them so workers can quickly
find what they need.

3. Don’t write too many. Realistically employees will only use a small set of policies,
even if you provide a large, confusing list. Focus on the most important infor-
mation categories and use cases.

4. Use plain-language names. A policy named, “Confidential- Red Zone 3” is much
less likely to be used than, “Engineering Plans.”

5. Include group/role information in policies. Some organizations ask users to
select the policy and then the target recipient group (e.g. “accounting”). These
should both be defined in the template to save the worker from an extra step.

If your product supports it (and most do), you can build template sets that apply to
different user groups. Simple, clear, easy to find, and relevant to their job are the names
of the game to achieving user acceptance.

Educate the users—At this point you should have everything aligned to start
engaging the users. Rather than throwing it at them and having them sign a new data
classification policy, we suggest a serious education program. Your employees need to
understand the importance of protecting the information and how to easily integrate it
into their workflow. Walk them through specific examples relevant to their job (which
means different training for different workgroups), and include no shortage of docu-
mentation with screenshots and videos.

Education shouldn’t be a one-shot deal. Establish a training plan that includes short
review and question-and-answer sessions after the initial training, plus periodic
reviews and inclusion in new employee onboarding (if they are in a supported business
unit). And again—the simpler the better.

Automate as much as possible—Depending on your tool you may also be able to
automate part of the process. For example, many tools support automatically assigning
rights to files saved in specific directories (local or shared). This means the user never
has to think about applying the policies manually.

One bleeding-edge feature that’s starting to appear is the combination of EDRM
with data loss prevention (DLP). The DLP tool performs content analysis on the file,
and then automatically applies rights depending on what data it finds inside (e.g.
healthcare or financial data). While this is available on the market, it’s still very early
with few customer references.
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Grow slowly—The most important best practice is to take things slowly. Enterprise
digital rights management is a powerful technology, but one with the potential to
materially disrupt how employees get their jobs done. You should start your rollout
by focusing on easy-to-define content used by a more-technical user population that’s
more likely to understand the importance of the tool, and how to adopt it into their
day to day workflows.

Most of the successful programs we’ve seen treat the rollout as a series of smaller
projects tailored for individual workgroups. This eases user friction, reduces disruptions
on business activities, and allows you to secure your most important information while
eventually training the entire organization over time.w

Rich Mogull is founder and CEO of security consultancy Securosis. Send comments on this article to
feedback@infosecuritymag.com.

mailto:feedback@infosecuritymag.com
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e
Above and
Beyond A robust data security program

that goes beyond minimum
standards will ease compliance.
BY ERIC HOLMQUIST

EVERY DAY, compliance professionals make determined efforts to satisfy the litany of laws,
regulations, and policy mandates that make up the information security world, all while
fending off relentless attempts by faceless enemies with limited resources and varying
degrees of institutional support. And yet, in this eternal pursuit of the two elusive (if not
entirely theoretical) goals of data security and security compliance, there are common
mistakes that tend to trip people up.

For those that are subject to PCI compliance requirements, at least PCI DSS provides
some specific, if not prescriptive, requirements for internal systems and structures. But
it doesn’t provide the framework for a security program. There are practical ways for
organizations to build on those technical specifications and focus their efforts on satis-
fying their compliance mandate, as well as building a robust, comprehensive informa-
tion security program.

COMPLIANCE

http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/tip/0,289483,sid14_gci1210562_mem1,00.html
http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/tip/0,289483,sid14_gci1210562_mem1,00.html
http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/generic/0,295582,sid14_gci1357534_mem1,00.html
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One of the most important points to realize is that “compliant” does not mean “secure.”
This is often said, but it bears repeating in almost every context in which we discuss security
compliance. Any given standard, including PCI DSS, should be considered the minimum
standard, not the maximum. The blessing and the curse of PCI in particular is that it is very
technology focused, almost to a fault. For example, the first validation section starts with
firewalls; everything starts with policy. Organizations need to go beyond those minimum
standards towards something much broader by developing a data inventory, conducting a
risk assessment, implementing technical controls, and strengthening vendor management. The
simple and indisputable fact is, the stronger you build the program, the easier compliance gets.

There are three key principles that are common to all data security laws and regulations,
including PCI:

• Data inventory: What and where are my information assets?
• Risk inventory: What exactly could go wrong?
• Risk controls: What exactly are we prepared to do about it?

Most of what is covered in PCI and similar standards, such as the ISO 27000 series, tends to
focus on the third bullet—risk controls. But to truly build robust, dynamic programs, we need
to focus heavily on all three areas.

BUILD A DATA INVENTORY
A universal problem for organizations is that they
don’t know where their data is. They know where
most of it is, or maybe some of it, but not all of it.
This is a serious problem. The fact is, unless you can
truly identify your data assets (including applications,
databases, and systems) you’re chasing a ghost, and
compliance, let alone true security, becomes a frus-
trating, moving target. Imagine an army general
attempting to engage in battle without knowing
exactly what troops and technological resources
were available to him or what his enemies possessed.
How could he know how to strategize? And yet,
organizations do it every day based on only a general knowledge of where data is kept while
living with a gut instinct that there is data in places they don’t even know about. Here is a
harsh truth: Data security does not mean securing most of the data, it means securing all of
the data.

PCI in particular is very clear on this point. In the “Getting Started” section of the standard,
it states: “To assess is to take an inventory of your IT assets and business processes.”And yet,
oddly enough, many organizations skip over this step, instead going right towards vulnerability
assessments.

The fact is, unless you
can truly identify your
data assets (including
applications, databases,
and systems) you’re
chasing a ghost, and
compliance, let alone
true security, becomes
a frustrating, moving
target.

http://www.27000.org/
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You might be thinking about how much work a data inventory would take. But the fact is,
how did you let data get there without knowing about it in the first place? Take PCI section 7
as an example (“Restrict access to cardholder data by business need-to know”). How could you
possibly claim compliance if you don’t even know all
of your data assets? You can’t point to a controlled
process and accept, “Well, we’ll just manage access on
a go-forward basis.”

Here are some practical suggestions for moving
towards better data inventories, which, in turn, will
translate to better compliance. If you don’t have a central inventory system, create one. Start at
the highest level and work to more granular one as you gather more data. If necessary, start
at a facility level, then move down to server groups, then applications and databases. Once
you’re down to the application level, identify business owners and administrators. Data
sources need to be classified in terms of their type of data and the level of sensitivity.

Once you have your base of data, you can start mapping other elements to it. What are the
related internal controls for access rights, change management, planned obsolesce, data retention,
fault tolerance, and perimeter controls? How many people (internally and externally) have
touch-points to the data? The bigger the number, the bigger the risk. How close is each data
asset to the Internet or other external points of connectivity? What monitoring controls are in
place for major data assets? Use this information to validate assumptions about separation of
duties (e.g., total separation between development, testing, and production regions, etc.) Going
beyond the big — and really obvious — systems, what are users putting in personal and shared
network drives? How freely are analytics groups allowed to replicate data and move it into other
regions? What, exactly is being shared with third parties? Developing this type of inventory is
not easy and takes time. But if organizations did nothing else but this, they would discover a
whole new level of confidence in the strength of their program. Once you know where the
gold is, you can strategize how to keep it safe.

PERFORM A RISK ASSESSMENT
The second biggest problem with data security compliance is the area of risk assessments. The
fact is that information security cannot be managed to perceived risk; it must be managed to
“assessed” risk. It’s too easy to spend time focusing on controls that are intuitive and just “feel”
like they should be in focus. An organization’s biggest risks often are never in exactly the same
place they are guessed to be. Beyond the technical and structural aspects of risk assessments,
there are a few related points to consider.

The first is cultural. Many organizations struggle with a cultural willingness to acknowledge
that risk exists, as if not talking about it somehow makes it not so. The fact is, because confiden-
tial data must be used by staff and trusted third parties, we live with a great deal of residual risk.
It’s critical for management to understand these risks so they can make informed decisions about

If you don’t have
a central inventory
system, create one.

http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/magazineFeature/0,296894,sid14_gci1528006_mem1,00.html
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how much risk to accept. For organizations that do struggle with a cultural challenge, the path to
acceptance is to take an incremental approach. Start with new project initiatives and develop an
assessment around the incremental risk that the project represents.

Another step is to develop risk assessments around emerging threats. This not only gives
management an appreciation for the scope of some of these threats, but it gives the information
security staff a forum to talk about the preventative and monitoring controls that are in place,
as well as the residual risk that must be accepted. Over time, management will learn to appreciate
these assessments and understand why they should always be the basis of strategic decision
making and a key part of rationalizing information security spending.

A sound risk assessment methodology is particularly critical when it comes to the more
prescriptive standards, such as PCI. There may be a section that the organization chooses to
opt out of or approach differently, and that decision must be backed up by a detailed risk
assessment. Unfortunately, many people see risk assessments as a waste of time because they
“already know” where their risks are. Mature organizations make them a part of everyday life.

DEPLOY DATA OBFUSCATION
Now we come to the subject of data obfuscation,
including encryption, tokenization, and sanitization.
Building on the data asset inventory and risk assess-
ment, this is a process of looking at how data is stored,
accessed, and transported, and then mapping strategies
to restrict that access to those with a clearly defined
“need to know” requirement. Unfortunately, too many
times (particularly with third-party data sharing)
convenience trumps protection, but that isn’t an
acceptable model for data governance.

Hopefully, we are moving towards a model where all data, whether at rest or in motion,
remains encrypted right up until the point it is used by an authorized party. PCI and most
industry-specific guidelines are clear about mandating encryption of data outside the perimeter
(either in motion to remote offices or trusted third parties or at rest on laptops, etc.) and con-
tinue to raise the bar with data at rest. Fortunately, advances in appliance-based encryption are
supporting this trend.While continuing to pursue a strategy of encrypting everything possible,
the analysis needs to be risk-based. If you’re going to allow clear text, you had better be able to
rationalize it.

Tokenization, replacing sensitive key values with representative but meaningless strings, and
sanitization, removing sensitive fields altogether, are strong, effective strategies for minimizing
data exposure, even with trusted individuals. Too many times, companies provide live key fields
to third parties, largely because it was the convenient approach. This is clearly not acceptable.
There is good emerging technology for data tokenization and worth considering for any organi-

Hopefully, we are
moving toward a
model where all data,
whether at rest or
in motion, remains
encrypted right up until
the point it is used by
an authorized party.

http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/sDefinition/0,,sid14_gci1315710,00.html
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zation that has to extend data to third parties without the need for key fields. Again, this must be
based on the data inventory and the risk assessment.

Part of that assessment is identifying not just who receives the data, but what data they need.
Often this analysis ends at the table level for convenience, when in reality this should be done at
the field level. Every field that is disclosed must be justified and documented.Where a key field
is needed, a token should be used unless the actual key, such as account number, is needed in
order to perform a service.Where sensitive fields are not needed at all, they should be completely
removed (sanitized). There is no question that this is added work, but it simply must be done if
the data is to be properly protected. Remember one of the few absolute truths in data security:
The fewer instances of the data out there, the less risk.

Organizations should also ensure production data is never used in a development, quality
control or test environments unless it has been fully obfuscated (via either tokenization or
sanitization as appropriate.) This may require some work, but it is not negotiable.

The bottom line here is that gaining access to sensitive data should be an excruciating
process. If not, something is wrong. This is the essence of data security compliance.

STRENGTHEN VENDOR MANAGEMENT
An effective information security program—and true security compliance—means actively and
aggressively managing the information flow with trusted third parties. The fact remains that
while they are telling you all the right things in your due diligence questionnaires, you can’t be
there day in and day out to monitor their operations. But this is a key area where we can apply
governance principles of a data inventory and risk assessment in a profound way.

We start with data inventory: Exactly what data does each third party have and why? It’s so
much easier to send a whole data set to a third party instead of sorting out what fields that third
party requires to provide its product or perform a service, and nothing more. To provide more
in the name of simplicity is just bad management. At any given point in time, an organization
should be able to run a report that indicates exactly what third parties have confidential data,
what they have, and for how long. Not having this inventory is inexcusable.

Next is the third-party risk assessment: Every third party that receives any level of confiden-
tial data (or provides a key service) should have an associated risk assessment performed by the
appropriate business unit.What attestation has the third party given on its internal controls?
What monitoring controls are in place? What did the analysis of the due diligence conclude?
What would be the impact of a data breach within a given third party? These are key questions
that should be analyzed and updated annually, at least.

And finally, there’s third-party data sanitization. Data in motion to and from a third party
must be encrypted; no exceptions. (I hate to tell you this, but somebody in your organization
is emailing the information to a third party in a zip file or password protected spreadsheet and
thinks he’s in compliance. I guarantee it. A little tip: your gateway appliance can catch this.)
Data that requires key values for record identification, but not an actual account number, must
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be tokenized.Yes, this takes a lot of work, but it has to be done. Finally, data that does not require
key fields (account numbers, card numbers, etc.) must be scrubbed (all key values removed.)

Part of the vendor management process, therefore, needs to include not just documenting
what data will be exchanged, but why, how, how often, by whom, and for how long. This
information must be re-evaluated at least once a year to see if the scope of the relationship
has changed. On contract termination, a written attestation should be received from the third
party confirming all sensitive data has been destroyed unless the contract provides otherwise.

WRITE IT DOWN
The final area involves documentation—a notoriously undertreated area. Many of the relevant
laws and regulations are vague on documentation, although the most recent PCI update did
expand on this area with regard to testing materials. The fact is that you can never have enough
documentation, and the rule needs to be: “If it isn’t written down, you don’t get credit.”

While organizations have gotten better at documenting internal controls (largely driven by
Sarbanes Oxley) I am always amazed within any given program how much remains undocu-
mented or under-documented, including:

• Asset inventories
• Risk assessment methodologies and findings
• Risk assumptions
• Security standards (particularly in source code)
• Testing methodologies
• Process flows
• Data handling protocols (typically based on data classifications)
• Lessons learned from errors and incidents

The simple fact is that an organization is not healthy until it develops an almost cult-like
devotion to clear, comprehensive documentation. This not only makes the organization
stronger, but makes the process of evidencing compliance status infinitely easier. It’s disap-
pointing to hear a professional say, “We just don’t have the budget in the project for proper
documentation.” Truly mature organizations make the time and do whatever it takes.

While security standards like PCI DSS and ISO provide some excellent guidance in specific
areas to validate, we can never lose sight of the need for a larger program that involves detailed
inventories, comprehensive risk assessments and active data governance that goes well beyond
the systemic provisions. Taking these steps helps ensure organizations build strong, resilient—
and compliant—information security programs.w

Eric Holmquist is president of Holmquist Advisory, LLC, which provides consulting to the financial services industry

in risk management, operations, information technology, information security and business continuity planning.

Send comments on this article to feedback@infosecuritymag.com.

mailto:feedback@infosecuritymag.com
http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/news/article/0,289142,sid14_gci1522765_mem1,00.html
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Consumerization

Deluge
The influx of personal
smartphones and
other computing
devices into the
enterprise is forcing
a shift in security
thinking. BY MARCIA SAVAGE

ABOUT TWO YEARS AGO, Thomson Reuters began tackling a problematic phenomenon
that was emerging for enterprises worldwide: Employees bringing their smartphones
and other computing gadgets into the workplace. While companies can lock down
corporate-owned mobile devices with policies and established technologies such as
BlackBerry Enterprise Server, these personally owned systems require a whole new
way of thinking.

MOBILE SECURITY
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“We knew data would be on devices that we didn’t control and wanted something that
was Blackberry-like to manage those devices,” says Tim Mathias, senior director of IT secu-
rity at Thomson Reuters. “The problem was we didn’t own the device, so we started look-
ing at the technology, policies and standards within the company and challenged ourselves
to come up with some policies that would protect the company but allow individuals to
use a device of their choice.”

The New York-based information giant—which has 55,000 employees in more than 100
countries worldwide—is taking a multi-level approach to deal with the growing issue. In
addition to developing policies, it’s looking into mobile device management technologies,
and working with a technology partner to understand mobile application security risks.

The deluge of iPhones, iPads and Android devices into the enterprise is forcing a major
shift away from the standard model of corporate-owned, corporate-controlled computer
systems. The powerful and portable computing systems give employees anytime anywhere
access to corporate email for increased productivity. At the same time, this consumerization
of IT has security managers on edge. These personal mobile devices are easy to lose—and

Rules of the Road
Forrester says organizations need to include these

rules in their policy for personally owned mobile devices.

Enterprises that want to allow employees to use their personal smartphones and other devices in the work-
place need to include some baseline items in their mobile policy, according to Chenxi Wang, a vice president and
principal researcher at Forrester Research. They include:

• IT reserves the right to manage any mobile device with access to corporate data, including those that
are personally owned.

• The organization reserves the right to monitor the activity of personal mobile devices when they are in
the company network.

• Employees should follow Internet acceptable use policies while in the corporate environment.

• The company isn’t responsible for damage to personal content due to corporate management functions
imposed on the device.

• The organization can disable any mobile device access to corporate resources at any time deemed necessary.

• Users must inform IT if the device is lost or stolen.

More specific policies a company might want to consider include enabling password-based entry and remote
locking features, and reserving the right to remotely wipe the content on the device in the event of theft or
loss, according to Forrester’s Wang.w —MARCIA SAVAGE
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for thieves to steal—along with all the sensitive enterprise data on them. The threats of
mobile malware and malicious mobile applications also loom.

Experts say the new post-PC era requires companies to shift their security thinking,
develop new policies and implement technologies
that maintain enterprise security without degrad-
ing the experience that users value in these devices.
Without a doubt, IT consumerization is a trend
organizations can’t afford to ignore.

“You’re sticking your head in the sand if you
think you’re not going to allow these things,” says
Philip Cox, director of security and compliance for
consulting firm SystemExperts. “Either you take
control of this or it’s going to control you.”

A GROWING TIDE
It’s a scenario many IT managers are probably familiar with: A C-level executive enamored
with his or her iPhone or iPad wants enterprise support for the device. The trend really
took hold last year, says Ojas Rege, vice president of products and marketing at mobile
device management company MobileIron. “That opened the door to this notion of devices
coming into the enterprise outside of IT and IT needing to support them,” he says.

Kurt Roemer, chief security strategist at Citrix Systems, says he was flooded with calls from

“You’re sticking your
head in the sand if you
think you’re not going
to allow these things.
Either you take control
of this or it’s going to
control you.”

–PHILIP COX, director of security
and compliance, SystemExperts

School Security
NAC helps high school ensure mobile security.

case study
Essex Agricultural and Technical High School—“Essex Aggie”—wanted to be able to allow students and faculty to
bring their own personal computing device to campus, whether a laptop, iPhone or iPad. The question was how
to do it securely.

The public vocational high school in Danvers, Mass., which counts about 485 students and 55 faculty
members, decided to deploy network access control technology (NAC) from Bradford Networks. Campus
Manager automates registration of users, scans for operating system and antivirus updates, and monitors
access and network usage.

“It’s nice to know that security holes in the operating system are plugged,” says Kyle Jones, technology
manager at Essex Aggie. “Bradford is checking to make sure the latest versions of the Windows service packs
and Apple updates have been applied.”w —MARCIA SAVAGE

http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/magazineContent/Should-enterprises-give-in-to-IT-consumerization-at-the-expense-of-security
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worried enterprise security managers after the iPad and other tablets came out. They wanted
to know how to tell their executives the company couldn’t use the device, but “executives were
saying, ‘If you don’t put this on the network, I’ll find someone who will,’” he recalls.

“More and more employees want to bring their personal devices into the enterprise and
many organizations aren’t ready, but they’re being forced to consider it,” says Nicholas
Arvanitis, a principal security consultant at Dimension Data Americas, an IT services and
solutions provider.

Companies are caving into the demand, it appears. According to a Forrester Research
survey of about 1,000 North American and European enterprises and SMBs from the first
quarter of this year, about half of the firms surveyed support employee-owned mobile
phones and smartphones.

In describing how companies are dealing with the influx of personal phones and tablets,
Andrew Jaquith, chief technology officer at Perimeter E-Security, compared what he saw
six months ago when he was an analyst at Forrester to the famous five stages of grief:
denial, anger, bargaining, depression and acceptance.

“I would say about half of companies are in the bargaining phase. They haven’t fully
accepted it, but they know they need to do something and they’re starting to figure out
what their policies need to look like and what their approach will be,” he says.

Consumer mobile devices represent both a curse and an opportunity, Jaquith says.
“They’re a curse in the sense that you’re making IT security rethink its entire approach to
mobile devices,” he says. “The opportunity is very clear: These are devices that give employees
more satisfaction and high productivity at their
jobs. As we move into this post-PC era, enterprises
are going to be forced to accommodate these
devices one way or another.”

MOBILE THREATS
Supporting employee-owned devices is important
to Thomson Reuters for recruiting new employees,
Mathias says. In the two years that the company
has been working on its strategy for personal
mobile devices in the enterprise, the technology
options have improved and the company’s under-
standing of the risks posed by the devices has
grown, he says.

“Simply being able to plug an Android phone
into any workstation of my choosing and use the storage on that phone as a way to take
files out of the office—now it’s a gigantic USB fob,” he says.

Data loss and unauthorized access are the top enterprise security risks posed by person-

“Simply being able to
plug an Android phone
into any workstation of
my choosing and use
the storage on that
phone as a way to take
files out of the office—
now it’s a gigantic
USB fob.”

–TIM MATHIAS, senior director of
IT security, Thomson Reuters
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al mobile devices, says Matthew Todd, CSO and vice president of risk and technical opera-
tions at Financial Engines, a Palo Alto, Calif.-based independent investment advisor.

“Portable devices like smartphones and iPads are really just modern takes on the laptop—
smaller, more fun, but just as filled with information as that old ThinkPad,” he says. “Portable
devices can have contact lists, emails, confidential attachments, or even confidential images,
audio or video. The threat takes on a whole new angle when smart devices are integrated with
the corporate environment and your smartpad or smartphone can access internal systems or
websites.”

Compounding the risk is the fact that these small portable devices are easy to leave behind
in cabs and restaurants and for thieves to snatch.

Mobile malware is another risk, but one that’s just emerging. In March, Google pulled
nearly two dozen free applications from its Android Market after they were discovered to
contain hidden malware. Called DroidDream, the malware tried to gain root access to the
smartphone to view sensitive data and download more malware.

DroidDream“illustrated how real the malware threat is for Android,”Chenxi Wang, a vice
president and principal researcher at Forrester Research, wrote in a recent report. “Personal
devices that have the freedom to download any
apps are a ripe source for infection. …Defending
against mobile malware will be an increasingly
important IT priority as Android overtakes iOS as
the top selling mobile platform.”

Chris Wysopal, co-founder and chief technology
officer at application security company Veracode,
says the iPhone has been fairly unscathed by mal-
ware, “which goes to show that the walled garden,
or whitelisting, of only known apps on the device is
adding some security.” In comparison with the high-
er scrutiny in Apple’s App Store, applications in the
Android Market lack security vetting, he says. Vera-
code earlier this year launched a mobile application
verification service.

“One of the biggest risks is applications installed by users without being vetted,” says
Dimension Data’s Arvanitis.

“I believe mobile devices will be the next huge threat vector,” says Ryan Laus, network
manager at Central Michigan University. “We’re still in a learning phase, but I think they
really will be a huge target for attacks down the road.”

PORTABLE DEVICE POLICIES
While Thomson Reuters wants to implement strong security on employee-owned devices,

“I believe mobile
devices will be the next
huge threat vector.
We’re still in a learning
phase, but I think they
really will be a huge
target for attacks down
the road.”

—RYAN LAUS, network manager,
Central Michigan University
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the company knows it needs policies in order to do that.
“We want to be able to reach out and kill a phone that’s been stolen or lost, much like

we can with the BlackBerry today, but we as a company want to have the right to do that
and the technology to be able to do that for a device we don’t own. That’s where the poli-
cies come in. We need an agreement with individuals before we can start managing a device
like that,” Mathias says.

Jaquith says companies need to create what he calls a “mobile access and security covenant”
with their employees. “You have an agreement between employees and the employer, and
that’s, ‘You can bring your gear to work and use it to get email but in exchange, I’m going to
ask you to do some things.’” That includes allowing security policies to be implemented on the
device that enforces corporate passcode settings, and agreeing to give the device to corporate
managers in the event of an investigation where they need to perform forensics on the device
or comply with a subpoena.

Arvanitis says corporate policies can list what mobile platforms will be supported and
include different rules depending on an employee’s role. “Those use cases need to be under-
stood, along with the flows of data and security of that data,” he says. “Only once you’ve got
that security architecture in place at the business level can you put in technical controls.”

In her report, “Managing the Security and Risk Challenges of Personal Devices in the
Workplace,” Forrester’s Wang outlines baseline items organizations should include in their
mobile policy (see “Rules of the Road”). Security teams need to work with legal and privacy
departments on the rules, and also need to consider some unique legal and privacy challenges
posed by personally owned devices in the office, she advises.

For example, she notes, an organization could be liable if an employee misuses copyrighted
material on their personal device. Also, imposing corporate controls on personal smart-
phones and other devices could conflict with privacy laws; some countries don’t permit a
company to audit the network security of personal devices, enforce acceptable usage policies
or impose an endpoint agent,Wang says in her report.

“For a global organization, where your operations must comply with multiple, different
privacy regulations, knowing how to monitor and control personal devices on your network
can indeed be a challenge,” she says. “It may also mean you must develop different policies
for different regions.”

SECURITY CONTROLS
When it comes to enforcing enterprise security like passwords and lockout on a mobile
device, the BlackBerry platform is the run-away favorite, experts say. Mathias calls the
BlackBerry Enterprise Server the “gold standard.”

“The BlackBerry was built from the ground up to meet those requirements. It’s an enter-
prise device that found its way into the consumer world,”Veracode’s Wysopal says. “Other
devices are coming from the consumer world into the enterprise and lack these features.”
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One way organizations can gain a basic level of control over all the iPhones, Androids
and other devices employees are using at work is through Exchange ActiveSync, experts
say. “That’s going to be your choke point,” says Jaquith. Companies can use it to enforce
password policies and device lock if the wrong passcode is entered too many times, he
says.

However, companies can run into scalability problems with Exchange ActiveSync
when trying to manage personal devices, Wang notes. A mobile device management
system “can impose whatever policies you’ve established for these devices, monitor their
operations, and give you a platform to impose controls to the extent it’s appropriate,”
she says.

Mobile device management systems will become even more important as “mobile
computing starts moving beyond just email to mobile applications,” Jaquith says.

According to Gartner, the mobile device management software market is quickly evolving
with more than 60 vendors and little consistency. Most vendors offer on-premise or Software
as a Service based tools and offer a range of capabilities, including inventory management,
software distribution and security, such as enforced password, device wipe and remote lock,
Gartner analysts wrote in a recent report.

They also advised enterprises that some device platforms will limit manageability due
to their design; companies should not expect mobile device management systems to support
each platform the same way. Also, Android support is still immature, according to Gartner,
which predicts it will be at least another year before Android is well supported by mobile
device management vendors.

Thomson Reuters is taking another look at mobile device management vendors now
that mobile device operating systems are more mature and have better support capabilities,
Mathias says. The company is also looking at ways to improve its ability to link devices
to its Exchange environment, and protecting its internal environment by working to
deploy a mobile VPN capability that will integrate with the firm’s digital certificate
deployment so digital certificates can be deployed to mobile devices for secure VPN
access.

Research in Motion (RIM) recently announced plans to release a multi-platform version
of its BlackBerry Enterprise Server later this year, promising enterprises another way to
manage the consumerization of IT trend. RIM is acquiring Ubitexx to develop the product,
which it says will incorporate secure device management for Android and iOS devices.
RIM notes that companies can “expect a range of security, manageability and controls
depending on different device platform capabilities.”

A technique that some companies are using to balance mobility and security is to lever-
age Citrix desktop virtualization technology, experts say. That way, no corporate data is
stored on the device. The Citrix Receiver, offered for a variety of mobile devices including
iPhone and iPad, works as a “window to application and desktop virtualization,” Citrix’s
Roemer says.



PLANNING AHEAD
Understanding the risks in mobile applications, specifically those for Android and iOS
phones, is another area that Thomson Reuters is tackling by working with a company
that scans the applications to spot problems.

It’s beginning to discuss whether it wants to have a whitelist of applications for
mobile phones, but whitelisting could be problematic because it makes the devices less
personal, Mathias says. Understanding what applications are out there, how mobile
employees are using them, and how the applications can be misused is new territory.
“We’re just beginning to talk about how we keep up with this,” he says.w

Marcia Savage is editor of Information Security. Send comments on this article to feed-

back@infosecuritymag.com.
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aACCORDING TO the nonprofit Identity Theft Resource Center, staggering numbers of sensitive data
records were breached in 2010, continuing a trend occurring since 2005. Approximately 662
distinct breaches took place with at least 16 million sensitive records lost or stolen. Roughly
two-thirds of the breaches were explained, and of these, 27.5 percent were due to lost laptops
and other incidents where data was “on the move,” or accidental exposure. Regardless of how
the breach occurred, only six of the 498 had encryption or other security controls in place.

With vast numbers of records being lost or stolen, particularly from mobile systems, more
organizations should be using endpoint security controls such as laptop encryption. In addition
to the potential loss of customer confidence, litigation concerns, and general “bad press” that
come with a public data breach, many organizations need to adhere to multiple compliance and
privacy mandates at state, federal and industry levels. Although few compliance requirements

LAPTOP
LOCKDOWN
Laptops are the riskiest endpoints for data loss, but
there are plenty of affordable, useful encryption
options for your organization. BY DAV E SHACKLE FORD

ENDPOINT ENCRYPTION

http://www.idtheftcenter.org/artman2/publish/lib_survey/Breaches_2009.shtml
http://www.idtheftcenter.org/artman2/publish/lib_survey/Breaches_2009.shtml
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actually mandate the use of laptop encryption, it is definitely needed if laptops routinely carry
sensitive payment card, healthcare, or financial data that fall under PCI DSS, HIPAA, GLBA and
Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council security guidelines. In addition, new state
privacy laws such as Massachusetts’ new data law, 201 CMR 17.00, specifically require the use
of laptop encryption.

There are a number of specific types of laptop encryption available, both as free and com-
mercial products. In addition to product capabilities and implementation types, there are
numerous deployment considerations that organizations need to evaluate before rolling out
laptop encryption. We’ll address the major types of laptop encryption available today, ranging
from pre-encrypted drives to full disk encryption software, as well as everything in-between.
We’ll also examine the critical issues of key management and policy management.

BEST LAPTOP ENCRYPTION SOFTWARE OPTIONS
Most laptop encryption software products today support strong encryption using trusted algo-
rithms such as Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), with acceptable 256-bit key lengths. The
major types of laptop encryption in use today include full disk encryption, file/folder encryp-
tion, volume encryption, and pre-encrypted drives. Several variations of these types are also
growing in popularity, including partial drive encryption and centrally managed file/folder
encryption (sometimes called distributed encryption). All encryption products will impose
varying degrees of performance impact on endpoint systems—a factor that organizations
must take into consideration before jumping into a laptop encryption project.

Full Disk Encryption (FDE): FDE software generally encrypts the entire hard drive on a
laptop, preventing unauthorized access to the system overall. Although many FDE systems can
encrypt bootable disk partitions, quite a few leave the Master Boot Record (MBR) unencrypted
to ensure stability and performance. Some technologies, such as hardware-based options that
leverage Trusted Platform Module (TPM) chips in the hardware, are capable of encrypting the
MBR with significantly less impact to the overall system performance. FDE solutions offer the
best protection for mobile systems such as laptops, because the system cannot be decrypted at
all without knowledge or possession of a specific cryptographic key. Downsides include poten-
tial performance impacts (including significantly longer boot times) and a lack of granular
policy definition for protection from specific users and groups accessing the system. In fact, a
major criticism of FDE is the availability of all resources when an authorized user is logged in.

FDE can be problematic in other ways as well. Some products have been known to take
quite a while to encrypt the entire hard drive, and if the process encounters any errors during
the encryption, the hard drive may suffer irreversible damage. In addition, FDE can sometimes
interfere with the normal operation of any existing software on the system that requires
read/write operations to the hard drive, such as patching agents and antivirus products. Partial
disk encryption deliberately avoids encrypting specific areas of drives that require frequent
access from these products, seeking to alleviate the issues FDE may cause.

File/Folder Encryption: File and folder encryption is most often used when organizations
need to encrypt specific resources on systems, leveraging user, group, and role information to

http://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/0,,sid9_gci1230220,00.html
http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/sDefinition/0,,sid14_gci344759,00.html
http://www.mass.gov/Eoca/docs/idtheft/201CMR1700reg.pdf
http://www.ffiec.gov/
http://searchcio.techtarget.com/sDefinition/0,,sid182_gci951347,00.html
http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/magazineFeature/0,296894,sid14_gci1394632_mem1,00.html
https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/security_standards/pci_dss.shtml
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create policies for data protection. In many cases, this is most applicable to internal systems or
servers with shared drives, but may be used on laptops when they are accessed by multiple
parties, or simply for more granular policies that are more content-driven, including policies
based on file types such as Microsoft Excel
spreadsheets and specific keywords that are
recognized by encryption agents or data loss
prevention (DLP) products.

File and folder encryption is particularly
useful for protecting sensitive data from
systems administrators and other privileged
users. For example, a CFO may want to
encrypt financial spreadsheets to prevent all
other users from accessing them, and only she
would possess the requisite keys(s) needed to
access the data without implementing data or
key recovery procedures. However, depending
on the product, file and folder encryption
software agents may cause some noticeable
impact on laptop performance. File/folder encryption can also inadvertently lead to data
exposure. If encryption policies are not defined or applied properly, lost or stolen laptops
may have sensitive data that can be extracted by an attacker after cracking user credentials or
simply duplicating the hard drive and extracting data. In most cases, policies are defined on
a central management server by security and IT administrators. These are then pushed down
to each system’s encryption agent and applied. For systems that don’t connect to the network
often, these policies may be out of date or missing.

Volume Encryption: Volume encryption, also commonly referred to as “home directory
encryption,” is essentially a hybrid of FDE and file/folder encryption, where large data stores in
specific directories or volumes on a specific system are encrypted for one or more users and/or
groups. In general, this equates to a much more simplistic policy-based approach, where less
focus is placed on file types, content, or other policy rule matching capabilities; the entire
focus, instead, relates to which user or group is accessing a protected resource or vol-
ume/directory. This type of solution can be a good tradeoff in terms of system performance
impact and management overhead when compared with file/folder encryption, while still
offering more granularity than full disk solutions.

Pre-Encrypted Drives: Many laptop manufacturers are shipping systems with pre-encrypted
drives. A number of hard drive manufacturers also are creating standalone encrypted laptop
drives that can be purchased and added to preexisting systems. The major drawback to this
approach is cost, because pre-encrypted drives can cost two times as much as traditional mobile
system drives, although prices are quickly coming down. One other potential issue is enterprise-
wide management, as these drives typically need some additional management and monitoring
software employed in order to configure them and ensure encryption is in place remotely.

However, in addition to the benefits of full-disk encryption, this disk encryption technique
provides several additional benefits. First, the drive architecture is built specifically to support

File and folder encryption
is most often used when
organizations need to
encrypt specific resources
on systems, leveraging user,
group, and role information
to create policies for data
protection.
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encryption, and many vendors are following a standards-based approach espoused by the Trusted
Computing Group (TCG) in its Storage Architecture Core Specification. This results in enhanced
performance in most cases, with reduced likelihood of hardware compatibility issues or drive
errors related to encryption. A recent study by consulting and market intelligence firm Trusted
Strategies suggests that read/write operations may actually be twice as fast on pre-encrypted
drives versus encryption software. Another advantage concerns the protection of encryption keys.
Most software-based encryption products store encryption keys in system memory (dynamic
RAM), and this potentially exposes the key to attackers using techniques like the Cold Boot attack
discovered by Princeton University researchers in 2008. Pre-encrypted hard drives typically store
the key on a Trusted Platform Module (TPM) chip, so it’s never stored in memory.

COST

Affordable Laptop
Encryption Options Abound

Free and open source products do the job, but
there are limits around management and support.

OBVIOUSLY, COST IS a major consideration for any laptop encryption project. Pricing for commercial solutions vary widely,
ranging from $20 to $60 per laptop, depending on the overall feature set selected.

There are also free, or open source options available. The most popular free solution is TrueCrypt, which provides FDE
and pre-boot authentication for Windows, Mac, and Linux platforms, but does not provide true policy-based file/folder
encryption. It also lacks enterprise-wide management capabilities. Other popular free solutions include: FreeOTFE (Free
On-The-Fly Encryption) for Windows and PocketPC systems; DiskCryptor for Windows; FileVault for Mac OS X; and a vari-
ety of Linux distribution packages. In general, free solutions are only applicable for smaller organizations that can man-
age each laptop’s encryption individually, since management consoles with key recovery and other features aren’t
available.

Organizations running recent versions of Microsoft Windows (Vista and later) can take advantage of built-in BitLocker
Drive Encryption. With Windows 7, BitLocker is much simpler to manage via Active Directory, includes more robust and auto-
mated key backup and recovery capabilities, and can also be easily extended from laptops to USB drives and other portable
media via policies. BitLocker encryption policies can be created and managed entirely through Group Policy settings, which
may simplify management significantly for Windows administration teams. BitLocker is available in the Enterprise and
Ultimate editions of Windows 7.

For some organizations, the best option might be a combination of encryption methods. For most laptops, FDE or pre-
encrypted drives are likely the best and simplest approaches, because laptops will usually be protected from the majority
of loss or theft scenarios. However, there may be laptops shared by multiple team members or situations that call for more
direct and specific policies around files or content to be encrypted instead of the entire drive. In these cases, file/folder
encryption could be installed instead of FDE.

Numerous commercial products today offer both types, and they’re generally managed from the same central console.
Free and built-in solutions usually don’t offer this flexibility.w —DAVE SHACKLEFORD

http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/magazineFeature/0,296894,sid14_gci1510776_mem1,00.html
http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/magazineFeature/0,296894,sid14_gci1510776_mem1,00.html
http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/tip/0,289483,sid14_gci1379496_mem1,00.html
http://citp.princeton.edu/pub/coldboot.pdf
http://www.trustedstrategies.com/papers/comparing_hardware_and_software_fde.pdf
http://www.trustedstrategies.com/papers/comparing_hardware_and_software_fde.pdf
http://www.trustedcomputinggroup.org/files/static_page_files/B6811067-1D09-3519-ADDAFC18E3A87CB2/Storage_Architecture_Core_Spec_v2_r1-Final.pdf
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LAPTOP ENCRYPTION DEPLOYMENT CONSIDERATIONS
There are numerous deployment considerations for a laptop encryption project. Organizations
should take the following into account:

Platform support: Regardless of the type of encryption chosen, platform support is a factor
in installation and provisioning if software is involved. More organizations are managing
diverse laptop platforms and operating systems, and many products provide multiplatform
support and are now capable of encrypting Windows, Linux and Mac laptops.

Installer size and deployment options: As many organizations will need to install the
encryption software across remote links when laptops connect over VPN, or push out software
to remote office locations, the size of the package is important to consider. Size of packages can
range from several megabytes to more than 100 MB. The size of the package will vary depending
on type of encryption (for example, FDE tends to be somewhat larger), additional security tools
included with the agent, etc. Most FDE and file/folder encryption products have built-in deploy-
ment capabilities, but organizations using Microsoft’s Systems Management Server (SMS) and
other provisioning tools can often use those instead, as they tend to be more flexible and inte-
grated into the environment. For large environments, scalability is key as well, where multiple
packages can be deployed in groups, on a schedule, etc.

Overall transparency to users: The more transparent encryption solutions are to laptop
users, the more successful the deployment will likely be. If encryption leads to significant system
slowdown, numerous authentication prompts, or popups and other policy notifications from
file/folder encryption agents, users will look for ways to disable or circumvent the encryption
solution.

ENCRYPTION KEY MANAGEMENT PRIMARY SECURITY ISSUE
Once the software has been deployed, management becomes the primary issue for security and
IT teams. The following are important management considerations:

Key management and recovery: Encryption keys are generated upon deployment of software
(or stored in hardware for pre-encrypted drives), and will need to be stored and managed for
safekeeping as well as recovery of data in the event a user forgets or loses his/her password or
other authentication mechanism used to gain access (smart cards or USB tokens with certifi-
cates, two-factor methods, etc.). In most cases, laptop encryption products will automatically
store a local copy of the key for encrypting and decrypting, and this key will be accessed once a
password or other credentials are entered. For recovery, a copy of this key may be stored in a
central management repository, or a “master key”may be generated to allow administrators to
access the system and data, and allow creation of a new user or system key. Key storage is impor-
tant too, because the key repository needs stringent protection. Products should encrypt the
centralized keys or the database storing the keys.

Policy creation and management:Most FDE products are straightforward in terms of policy—
encrypt the drive on a specific laptop, allowing access based on some authentication scheme
(usually a password). For file/folder encryption products, however, policy tends to be much
more granular. For example, policies can be created that permit or deny access to encrypted
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resources based on a user’s identity or role, and this often ties back to identity repositories such
as Active Directory and others. Most file/folder encryption can also generate policies based solely
on file types, such as Microsoft Excel spreadsheets, or particular content in file names or inside
the file itself. For example, all Excel spreadsheets may be encrypted by default with a policy that
only allows access to the owner of the file and the user’s accounting team. Some encryption
products are going a step farther in this regard, working in conjunction with DLP systems and
enabling encryption policies to integrate with the granular content analysis capabilities DLP
policies provide.

Audit and reporting: Depending on compliance requirements or internal policies, the ability
to easily report on the state of encryption for laptops that store sensitive data may be a critical
management feature. Audit trails and logs are important for key changes and revocation as well
as any significant changes to the encryption infrastructure.

With data breaches from lost or stolen laptops increasing every year, organizations need to
ensure that endpoint security is in place, and laptop encryption is one of the most capable and
simple ways to accomplish this. With most laptop encryption products providing widespread
platform support and a variety of features, enterprises are focusing more on performance, ease
of deployment, and management capabilities as priorities in selecting a solution, especially larger
organizations with numerous laptops to protect. In addition, compliance and privacy regulations
may require laptop encryption, so reporting and audit trails are becoming more important as
well. As laptop encryption becomes more cost-effective and simple to manage, especially with
solutions such as pre-encrypted drives, it’s highly likely that adoption rates will increase.w

Dave Shackleford is director of risk, compliance and security assessments at Sword and Shield Enterprise

Security and is a certified SANS instructor. Send comments on this article to feedback@infosecuritymag.com.

feedback@infosecuritymag.com


mailto: sales@mxisecurity.com
http://www.mxisecurity.com
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aAUDITING IS A CORE component to compliance and security programs, and a generally accepted
practice by IT operations. Relational databases were the first enterprise application to embed
auditing as a native platform feature.Yet part of this heritage is the stigma associated with auditing.
Vendors provided the basic function but they failed to provide the performance and ease of
management demanded by database administrators (DBAs), who remain loathe to enable the
feature, and remain one of the last holdouts for accepting the use of database audit trails.

The reasons for their distaste of native audit are fully justified: from performance and data
management nightmares, to the fact that these audit trails were not originally designed for
the tasks they are being applied to. Regardless, regulatory compliance demands accurate
and complete records of transactions, and relational database audit trails produce just that.

Security and compliance drive the use of database auditing, and these log files provide a
unique perspective that needs to be captured. Database vendors are building better auditing
features into their products, minimizing historic impediments, but careful deployment is
required to avoid these known issues.

Give In!
Database administrators are overcoming their distaste

for database auditing tools; compliance and
security are turning the tide. BY ADR I AN LAN E

DATABASE AUDITING
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WHAT IS DATABASE AUDITING
Database auditing is the examination of audit or transaction logs for the purpose of tracking
changes with data or database structure. Databases can be set to capture alterations to data and
metadata, along with modifications to the database system storing the data. A typical audit record
will include the database operation performed, the data values that were changed, and who per-
formed the operation, along with a number of other attributes. Auditing capabilities are built into
all relational database platforms, and ensure these logs have the same degree of accuracy and
integrity as the data being stored. Further, the audit trail is able to group a series of statements
together into logical transactions, providing a business context that makes it a preferred choice
for forensic analysis of business processes.

There are some limitations with auditing
because data access statements, commonly
referred to as SELECT statements, are not collected.
Additionally, native database audits seldom cap-
ture the original query or variables passed by the
user; rather they record a synthesized view of the
event. The logs capture data values, both the
before and after, changes were made. That makes
audit trails much more useful for detecting what
was changed, rather than what was accessed.

For forensic examination of database activity
and state, audit provides an accurate view of
events. For review of SELECT statements—people trying to view data—the native platform
either lacks the ability to collect these statements, or does so by enabling advanced options that
incur a significant performance penalty. It’s for this reason that, when used for security, audit
trails are most useful for when looking for insider misuse—rather than external attacks. There
are easier and more efficient ways of cataloging SELECT statements (e.g., failed logins, attempts
to view credit card information) and why organizations choose to supplement native database
auditing with other data collection sources. Regardless, built-in database auditing features
produce the core information for transaction verification and regulatory controls.

IDENTIFYING DRIVERS FOR DATABASE AUDITING
Before we delve into some of the specific tools to create and collect database audits, let’s take a
closer look at why these features are being put to use. Your organization may have one, or perhaps
all, of the following requirements:

Compliance: Regulatory controls, such as change management, business process verification,
system failures or security events material to accuracy and consistency. That’s why database
auditing is critical for fraud detection, as well as regulatory compliance requirements related to
Sarbanes-Oxley. Change management, transaction history, reporting of ad-hoc events are all the
types of things normally required for regulatory controls. Supplementary controls for PCI-DSS
are relevant as well, with system privilege changes, or any administrative activity and alterations

For forensic exami-
nation of database
activity and state,
audit provides an
accurate view of
events.
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of system functions needing careful scrutiny.
Keep in mind that database auditing is not specifically listed as a requirement in any com-

pliance mandate, including SOX, PCI-DSS,HIPAA, FERPA or any of the state privacy regulations.
In practice, audit fills an essential role by providing an accurate and concise history of business
processes, data usage and administrative tasks—all necessary elements for policy enforcement.
As databases back all enterprise applications, and are the sole authority on data state—the net
results of business processing—they are the most logical and effective place to implement controls.
As such, most audit requirements that center on tracking a specific set of users, objects, or data
elements require database auditing.

Security: Data security and privacy, over and above what is required for the regulations listed
above, is the other major driver for database
auditing. Capturing failed logins, failed queries
and misuses of administrative functions is a way
of detecting system probing. Monitoring the add-
on of views that can expose data, public permis-
sions to use system functions, and privilege
changes that provide administrative capabilities
to regular users, are all common use cases. Foren-
sic analysis of who, what, when and where attrib-
utes provide fair indication if database usage was
legitimate or a probable attack. In the event of
database tampering, the audit trail provides
enough information to determine what changes
and help understand required corrective action.
The audit trail is commonly used to feed security
tools such as SIEM and log management for
correlation and security event notification.

Operations:Database auditing was originally designed to help database administrators examine
database activity so they had a better understanding of how to allocate resources and what
queries needed tuning.While there are better tools to accomplish these tasks today, auditing still
provides failure analysis and business process analysis to ensure reliability of database activity.
Because let’s be perfectly honest, when a catastrophic failure occurs and you are asking “What
just happened?” having an audit trail is a pretty handy tool for recovery.

DATABASE AUDITING TOOLS AND APPLICATIONS
There are four basic platforms used for creating, collecting and analyzing database audits: the
native database platform; system information and event management and its cousin log man-
agement; database activity monitoring; and database audit platforms.

1. NATIVE AUDIT: Refers to the use of native database auditing for data capture, but

use of the database system itself to store, sort, filter and reporting of events. IBM,
Microsoft, Oracle and Sybase all offer slightly different variations, but capture essentially

Forensic analysis
of who, what,
when and where
attributes provide
fair indication if
database usage
was legitimate or
a probable attack.
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the same information. Data is typically stored within the database, but can be exported into
flat text files or sent as an XML data feed to other applications. Using the native features saves
on the costs associated with acquiring, deploying and managing a dedicated auditing tool, but
suffers from additional performance overhead on the database, limited management features
over and above basic collection and storage, and requires manual administration. Native audit-
ing occurs within the database, and is used just for the analysis of the databases housed within
a single installation.

2. SIEM AND LOG MANAGEMENT: Security information and event management and similar

log management tools are capable of collecting audit files, but offer many more
features that the native database tools. Keep in mind that these tools pull the native

audit trails from the database, but a dedicated server is used for storage and processing, relieving
much of the burden from the database. They also collect information from network devices,
operating systems, firewalls and applications in addition to database audit logs. SIEM and log
management offer integrated reporting, data collection, heterogenous database support, aggrega-
tion and compression—all advantages over native database capabilities. Log management
systems, as represented by companies such as LogLogic and Splunk, are specifically designed
to accommodate vast amounts of data, and focus more on management and reporting. SIEM,
represented by companies such as ArcSight and RSA the Security Division of EMC, are designed
more for analysis, with near real-time policy scrutiny, greater depth in event correlation and
alerting. Still, differentiation between SIEM and log management will soon be a thing of the
past as most vendors offer both platforms, albeit not fully integrated.

3. DAM: Database Activity Monitoring platforms are designed to monitor database activity

for threats and enforce compliance controls. Vendors such as Application Security,
Fortinet, IBM, Netezza and Oracle offer heterogenous capture of database events.

Most offer more than one way to capture information, collecting queries from the network,
from the operating system under the database as well as the database audit logs. DAM tools are
specifically designed for very fast retrieval of data and real-time policy enforcement. Like SIEM
tools, they can collect data from heterogenous databases, multiple data sources, and are designed
for analysis and alerting. Unlike SIEM, and as they are specifically tailored to databases, DAM
systems are much more focused on database analysis at the application level rather than the net-
work or system level. DAM products also offer advanced features such as activity blocking, virtual
patching, filtering and assessment capabilities in addition to forensic activity analysis.

4. DATABASE AUDIT PLATFORMS: Some of the database vendors offer specialized databases

that resemble log management servers. These are comprised of a dedicated platform
that stores log files captured from the native database auditing, collecting multiple data-

base logs into a central location. Some of these platforms offer heterogenous database log file
collectors. Reporting, forensic analysis, aggregation of log files into a common format, and secure
storage are common benefits. They do not offer the multidata sources or fine-grained analysis of
DAM, the correlation and analysis capabilities of SIEM, nor log management’s ease of use. But for
IT operations focused on database auditing, this is a cost effective way to produce security reports
and store forensic security data.
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DATABASE AUDITING SELECTION PROCESS
To assist with your selection process for database auditing, you will want to consider the follow-
ing attributes of each platform type, and each vendor’s solution. In the order of importance:

• Data Sources: The primary source of information described in this article is database
audit logs, which are created by the database engine. However audit logs vary from database to
database, and in some cases there are multiple sources of information that are lumped under the
same term: audit log. Further, some platforms can create an activity log of user actions against
the database.While this later variation is not as accurate as what is created by the native platform,
it does provide all SELECT statements and better performance to boot. You need to carefully
inspect what data is available to you from the different data sources, and see if this is enough
information to fulfill your security, operations and compliance requirements.

• Compliance: As compliance with industry and government regulations is the key driver
for adopting database auditing solutions, review the policies and reports the vendor provides
with the product. These reports help you meet compliance mandates quickly, and reduce your
costs in customization.

• Deployment: The single biggest complaint
by customers for all of the solutions described is
the pain of deployment. Installation, configura-
tion, policy management, reducing false positives,
customizing reports or management of the data
are also issues. It is for this reason you will need
to dedicate resources to evaluate tools in a head-
to-head comparison. Further, deployment against
one or two databases is insufficient: plan on
performing some scalability tests across many
databases to simulate real-world conditions.
While this creates a burden for the proof-of
concept process, it pays for itself in the long
term as UI issues, policy management and poor
architectural choices by the vendors only become
apparent in real world test cases.

• Performance: This has less to do with the
vendor platforms, and more to do with tuning the data auditing options of the database itself.
There are many variations and options, and the performance of native audit varies radically, so
run some tests. You also need to balance what data you would like to collect with what you need,
and look for ways to meet your requirements with the least number of policies possible as more
policies means more overhead on all systems.

• Integration:You will need to verify that the vendors you review offer integration with work-
flow, trouble-ticketing, system and policy management products you have in house.

Audit logs contain a lot of useful information helpful to auditors, security professionals and
DBAs alike, but they impact performance. Any conversation about the wonderful things that

As compliance with
industry and gov-
ernment regulations
is the key driver for
adopting database
auditing solutions,

review the policies and
reports the vendor provides
with the product.
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database auditing can provide needs to be tempered by understanding the added burden. Audit-
ing incurs a performance penalty, and depending upon how you implement it, that penalty can
be severe. But these issues can be mitigated, and for some business problems, database audit logs
are essential to compliance and security analysis.

With the exception of native database auditing—which piggy-backs on top of the database
resources—all the tools we have described deploy as a standalone appliance or software. All offer
central policy and data administration, reporting, and provide data aggregation capabilities.
SIEM, log management and database activity monitoring vendors provide a hierarchal deploy-
ment model for scalability, where multiple servers or installations are distributed across large IT
organizations to help with processing and storage requirements.

Aggregating data helps ease management and reporting on the enormous volumes of data
being collected. Further, information collection into a central server guards transaction logs from
tampering.

Which approach is right for you comes down to your requirements, the business problems you
need to solve, and (unfortunately) the time and money you can dedicate to the problem. The good
news is there is a wealth of options available, from having your DBA turning on the native audit
of your database to capture the basics, to products aggregating data across thousands of devices.w

Adrian Lane is CTO of consultancy Securosis. Send your comments on this article to feed-

back@infosecuritymag.com.

mailto:feedback@infosecuritymag.com
mailto:feedback@infosecuritymag.com
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